Crayfish Party Decorations

Want to have your own Crayfish party? Here are some easy decorations you can make at home and celebrate crayfish like the Swedes.

Kids Crayfish Party Hat

Materials:
✓ Construction paper
✓ Pipe cleaners
✓ Googly eyes
✓ Marker
✓ Tape
✓ Glue stick
✓ Scissors
✓ Stapler & staples

Directions:
1. Print out hat template and cut out pieces.
2. Place template pieces on construction paper and trace with marker then cut out pieces.
3. Glue crayfish claws on front of hat (one of the long rectangles.)
4. Glue googly eyes to circles.
5. Draw mouth and add lines around eyes.
6. Flip over hat and attach eyes to pipe cleaner with tape and tape bottom of pipe cleaner to hat.

7. Staple the back part of hat to front. Place hat on head and size, secure other ends together with staple.

8. Now you have a party hat! Make sure to write your name on back so you know it is yours.
Easy Crayfish Garland

Materials:
✓ Construction Paper in assorted colors
✓ Scissors
✓ Tape
✓ Markers
✓ Hole Punch
✓ Twine, string or ribbon to hang garland

Directions:
1. Print out garland template and cut out shapes.
2. Place template on construction paper trace with maker.
3. Try to fit as many on one sheet as possible.
4. Repeat with different color paper until you have 15-20 pieces depending on how long you want the garland.
5. Cut out the shapes.
6. Hole punch the top of pieces. The 2 corners of the triangle. And two corners of flag. Punch in center of crayfish claw.
7. If you want you can add designs or letters to pieces to spell a word.

8. Pull string or ribbon through holes of each piece. Leaving space in string between pieces, you can make a knot or tape the piece in place.

9. Repeat until you use up all the pieces and hang on wall, table or ceiling with tack or tape.

Additional decorations you can add to your party: Crayfish bibs to wear, Hanging paper fans, Cray fish, plates, napkins, or table cloth

Thank you for participating! If you want to share what you made you can send to education@americanswelish.org